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Summary 

•  Introduction
•  Ignition and implosion velocity
•  shock ignition concept

•  Shock Ignition early studies
•  Target robustness – Definining “safety” margins (ITF*) 
•  Target (up-) scaling and gain curves
•  Gain curves vs safety margin ITF* 
•  Testing robustness vs ITF* [2D simulations] 
•  Conclusions & directions for future work



Hot spot ignition => pressure => implosion velocity 

hot spot
pressure for ignition:
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u > 350 km/s required for ignition 
(assuming low adiabat)

RTI ???

350  km/s 



Shock ignition
 reduce implosion velocity, 

add laser spike, to generate additional shock
and multiply increase hot spot pressure

SI compression
pulse

Standard
pulse

A-s
picket

Ignition spike



stagnation pressure can be amplified by ���
a properly tuned shock: Shock ignition 

a)  pulse generates 
imploding shock

b)  imploding shock 
amplified as it 
converges

c)  imploding shock 
pregresses, while 
shock bounces from 
center

d)  the two shocks 
collide, and launch 
new shocks; the 
imploding shock 
heats the hot spot  



(*) by Betti et al.; Ribeyre et al., Schmitt et al.; Canaud et al.; Schmitt et al.; Atzeni et al.; Lafon et al.; 
Perkins et al., Terry et al., Anderson et al. ; reviewed in S. Atzeni et al, Nucl. Fusion 54, 054008 (2014)

HiPER target 

HiPER target 

Shock Ignition early target studies 
indicate potentials for high gain



symmetric 
ignition spike

ignition spike 
with l = 2, 
C2 = 80% 

asymmetry

(!!!!)

Shock-ignition tolerates very large spike asymmetry
[tested for both pure DT(*) and DT-CH targets(#)]:

artifact of simple modelling?  

HiPER baseline 
target and pulse

Reference 
irradiation pattern

10.4 µm 
displacement

(*) SA et al, Proc SPIE (2011),  (#) GM Volponi MS thesis (2017)  



A scheme for polar direct-drive Shock-Ignition on the NIF
(similar schemes devised for LMJ)

L. J. Perkins et al., IAEA Fusion Conf. 2010, IFE/P6-13; M. R. Terry et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)
K. S. Anderson et al., Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



Shock ignition, too, not free of issues (+)

(+) D. Batani, S. Baton, A. Casner, S. Depierreux, M. Hohenberger, O. Klimo, M. Koenig, 
C. Labaune, X. Ribeyre, C. Rousseaux, G. Schurtz, W. Theobald and V.T. Tikhonchuk, 
“Physics Issues for shock ignition”, Nucl. Fusion 54, 054009 (2014)

(#) recently demonstrated at LLE: R. Nora et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 114, 045001 (2015)
(*) but moderately hot (T < 100 keV) electrons may even strengthen the shock:
      R. Betti et al., J. Phys. Conf. Series 112, 022024 (2008);
      S. Gus’kov et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 109, 255004 (2012)

•  Laser-plasma interaction at intensities of a few times 1015 W/cm2

•  generation of ablation pressure about 300 Mbar (#)

•  efficient absorption (low SBS, SRS)
•  not too many and not too hot hot-electrons (*)

•  cross-beam-energy-transfer
•  Rayleigh-Taylor instabilities (direct-drive, low adiabat)



 A few lesson learnt from the NIC

1.   YOC ( = actual/expected yield) decreases 
a)  as implosion velocity increases
b)  as adiabat decreases

2.   Model uncertainties larger than assumed

3.   Need for large safety margin 

1 => Implosion velocity reduced in shock ignition ���
        (adiabat?)

2 => Continuosly improve models
   => warning on LPI effects in SI (cross-beam-energy transfer, 
         back-scattering, ...)
   => need for syntethic diagnostics (to compare code vs expt)

3 => Increase safety margin of currents designs



Are early SI designs robust enough?

We refer here to the targets proposed in the frame of the 
HiPER project



            
Compression pulse         
•  Energy 180 kJ     250 kJ
•  Flat-top power                   42 - 46 TW     80 TW

Ignition pulse                      
•  Energy                           ≥ 80 kJ   ≥ 70 kJ 
•  Power                            ≥ 150 TW    ≥ 150 TW
•  Synchronization                120 ps (@ 170 TW)

                             250 ps (@ 270 TW)
Fusion yield ≤ 24 MJ     ≤ 33 MJ
1D Gain            70 - 80     ≤ 100            
Convergence ratio 35 – 42     30 – 42



Shock ignition of the HiPER baseline target

post-collision shocks

imploding shock

collision

bouncing
 shock

burn wave

•  implosion velocity ui = 280 - 290 km/s
•  < adiabat>if = 1.3
•  hydro*absorption efficiency = 7% (compression pulse)
•  <ρR> = 1.5 g/cm2 (compression pulse only)



Are early SI designs robust enough?

How parameters where chosen (= design constraints)?

•  limited intensity (compression) [to stay below  LPI 
thresholds]
•  limited IFAR and RTI growth factor

however, still  
•  large convergence ratio, 
•  low adiabat 

we want to limit RTI, LPI, but 
what about actual robustness, ignition margins?



Baseline designs:
Timing appropriately considered, 

but spike power, energy, velocity just slightly above thresholds 

HiPER baseline
original ref. point



Gain = 1% of 1D gain
20 µm displacement (2% of radius) 

Gain = 95% of 1D gain
10 µm displacement 

SA et al, PPCF 2011

==> Poor robustness to misalignements/pointing errors/nonuniform 
irradiation



S. A., A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, Plasma Phys. Control. Fusion, 57, 014022 (2015)
S. A. et al, EPS 2016, paper P4.092

how to measure robustness?

how to increase robustness?



Robustness metric (ITF(1)) for for SI targets 
measured with 1D simulations(2)

•   Run simulations with hot spot reactivity <σv>DT  multiplied by a factor ξ < 1
•   Find values of ξ for G = 1, or for high G (eg, 80% of nominal 1D “clean” gain)
•   Similarly to Anderson (3), we use ITF* = (ξG

crit)-3/2

(1)  S. W. Haan et al., Phys. Plasmas 18, 051001 (2011); J. Lindl et al., Phys. Plasmas 21, 020501 (2014)
(2)  P. Y. Chang et al., Phys. rev. Lett. 104, 135002 (2010)
(3)  K. S. Anderson et al., LLE Review 133, 1; Phys. Plasmas 20, 056312 (2013)



Both baseline HiPER target and CH-DT target have low ITF* (≤ 1.5)

Previous gain curves correspond to low ITF*

==> We have to define a new reference design  (scale s = 1) 

scale s =1 
HiPER target 



= = > 

•   increase robustness of reference design(s)

•   increase margins by upscaling the reference designs



NEW REFERENCE POINTS – 
ITF* can be increased by either increasing the implosion 
velocity or spike power.  We increase implosion velocity



ignition pressure, hence ignition velocity 
decrease with target size 
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for marginal ignition



scaling to higher size (& energy) = > reduced risks 
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a) scaling at fixed implosion velocity
b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)

reference point =
scale 1 target



scaling at fixed uimp/uig*

scale 1 target

 size scale          s
 velocity scale        w = s-0.32

 time scale              τ = s1.32   
 compr. laser E       ε = s2.36

 compr. laser P        Π = s1.04

  Iλ2                 β = s-0.96

 spike power           πs= s0.5

 ablator mass           β0.27s2.78 

up-scaling at fixed uimp/uig* 
both implosion velocity and spike intensity decrease with scale

S. Atzeni, A. Marocchino, A. Schiavi, G. Schurtz, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



a) scaling at constant implosion velocity ���
- maximum laser intensity decreases with target scale   ���
- peak intensity decreases with target scale; large enough targets ignite without             
spike driven shock

b) scaling at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

      - velocity decreases with size; higher spike power; lower compression power

      - very high gain: G > 200 at 2 MJ laser energy (caution: 1D)   

at constant implosion
velocity

at fixed ratio uimp/uig*

HiPER target



[9]

 It has then been conjectured that the ignition margin is related to the 
ratio Z = phs/pself-ig   of the peak hot spot averaged pressure computed 
in a shock-ignition simulation (with α heating turned off), to the 
minimum hot spot pressure  required to self-ignite the same target. 

 A preliminary analysis (Figure below) indeed shows a clear 
relation between ξG

crit nd Z, at least for the simple HiPER target. 



This suggests that SI targets with the same ratio of velocity/self-ignition velocity 
(uimp/uig*) should have similar ITF*

== > 
to generate gain curves at constant ITF* we 
scale targets in size, by keeping the ratio uimp/uig* constant

Simulations indeed (approximately) confirm the previous guess (figure below)



Gain decreases as safety margin increases, 
but still very large at 1 – 2 MJ

EPS-2016 DT-CH target to be optimized; ITF* can be improved



Targets with ITF* = 2.8 – 3, scaled at constant uimp/uig:

G > 100  at Elaser < 1 MJ    and  uimp < 300 km/s 

S. A. et al., PPCF 57, 014022 (2015)



Increasing safety margin (ITF*) at given implosion 
velocity: bigger target, larger drive energy

(but still feasible on NIF or LMJ)

S. A. et al., PPCF 57, 014022 (2015)



higher ITF*==> increased 2D robustness
(e.g. increased tolerance to displacement)

1D

H-rescaled R-rescaled

        ITF* = 1.8 

scale s   = 1.53
Elaser-total = 750 kJ
Uimplo     = 252 km/s
Abs. spike P = 160 TW

24 µm displacement
Yield = 0.4 MJ

       ITF* = 2.9 

scale s = 1.53
Elaser-total = 826 kJ
Uimplo =  293 km/s
Abs. spike P = 160 TW

32 µm displacement
Yield = 87 MJ

simulations with 3D 
raytracing



Robustness (specifically, tolerance to displacement)
can be futher increased by increasing spike power

Also tested, combination of displacement and reduced reactivity (miming mixing)



foot �

A. Schiavi, SA, A. Marocchino: APS 2014



plateau�

A. Schiavi, SA, A. Marocchino: APS 2014



spike �

A. Schiavi, SA, A. Marocchino: APS 2014



Non-local electron transport (nLET) 
does not alter previous 1D results

During implosion, nearly same profiles with nLTE and  
flux limited conduction with f ≈ 0.07 

A. Marocchino, SA, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 21, 012701 (2014)



Spike: slightly faster shock, 
same hydro evolution with nLTE and flux limited conduction with f ≈ 
0.07, once spike delayed (by 80 ps in the present case) 

Non-local electron transport (nLET) 
does not alter previous 1D results

A. Marocchino, SA, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 21, 012701 (2014)



In (a limited set of) 2D simulations, 
nLET alters contours in the corona, 

does not affect gain   

A. Marocchino, SA, A. Schiavi, Phys. Plasmas 21, 012701 (2014)



Conclusions 

•  SI promising alternative to conventional central ignition
•  Targets can be scaled; tests feasible on present facilities 

•  Encouraging experiments on shock generation, LPI, small scale 
integrated implosion/shock
•  Realistic target design in progress; robustness, margins, scalings...

•  Issues: laser-plasma interaction at high intensity, cross-beam-
energy transfer, low adiabat direct-drive compression, polar direct 
drive (for use of NIF/LMJ), imprint...

•  => Fluid studies not sufficient, models should be improved 
•  Models required for LPI’s, CBET, hot-e generation (& transport)



Recent additions to our DUED code

•  3D laser ray-tracing 
•  nonlocal electron transport in both 1D and 2D
•  Different options for viscous momentum transfer flux limit
•  Simple MHD model

•  Synthetic neutron diagnostic (Monte Carlo)
•  Syntethic X-radiography; ....
•  Improved numerics (rezoning, diffusive terms, ...)
Off-line alpha-particle MC scheme

Next (?)

Code improvements
-  for “realism” (e.g. to allow for complex target structures 
and complex experimental set-up)
-  to account for so-far missing (or poorly described) physics 
- synthetic diagnostics (to compare to actual diagnostics)  





HiPER baseline target -- Shock-ignition 

Laser wavelength = 0.35 µm
Compression energy: 160 - 180 kJ
Focal spot: 0.64 mm (compression)
                   0.4   mm (SI)
Adiabat-shaping picket

Target: S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi and C. Bellei, PoP, 15, 14052702  (2007) 
Pulses: X. Ribeyre et al, PPCF 51, 015013 (2009);  
             S. Atzeni, A. Schiavi, A. Marocchino, PPCF 53, 035010  (2011) 

design constraints:

•  Intensity ≤ 5 x 1014 W/cm2

      (compression laser; λ = 0.35 µm) 
•  IFAR < 30
•  in-flight-<adiabat> ≤ 1.2
•  ablation front RTI growth factor

    

€ 

max
l
(Γl ) = max l γl∫ dt( ) ≤ 6



Scaling model: target and compression  pulse

•  initial aspect ratio of the imploding fuel constant

•  scaling parameters ( = 1 for the reference target)
•  lengths:           s
•  implosion velocity:           w
•  laser wavelength:               Λ
•  compression laser energy : ε

•  hydrodynamic efficiency (Betti & Zhuo, PoP 2006)
•  constant absorption efficiency

             ==>   ε = s3 w5/4 β1/4 

•   E = I R2 t
•   ηa ηa E = (1/2) mimp uimp

2      ==> w = β1/3 Λ-8/9

•  areal mass ablation rate      
    (from our simulations, agree with Caruso & Gratton, PP 1968; Mora, PF 1982)

==> ablator mass 
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ηh ∝u imp
3/4 ( I aλ

2 )−1/ 4
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dµ / dt ∝ I a
0.6λ−0.4R −0.22

•  imploded mass:        s3

•  pulse times:              τ = s/w
•  compr. laser power: Π = ε/τ
•  Iλ2:           β = π Λ2s2
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∝β0.27 Λ0.71 s 2.78

==>

S. Atzeni et al, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



Scaling model: ignition requirements
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Laser ignition spike:

•  at constant uimp/uig:
            

•  at constant implosion velocity:  

Self-ignition velocity uig*
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uig * ∝mimp
−0.108 ∝ s −0.32

(uimp / uig * )∝ws 0.32
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Ps ∝ R 1/ 2λ ==> πs ∝ s1/ 2Λ

S. Atzeni et al, New J. Phys. 15, 045004 (2013)



Adiabat shaping 
to reduce instability growth

Ablative RTI linear growth rate substantially reduced 
for modes l > 300


